RDM and OA for Imperial Postdocs

A guide for Imperial College London postdoctoral researchers
Create a Data Management Plan

A Data Management Plan is a short document that you put together at the start of a research project. It helps you to consider what data you will generate, how you will store and share it, and how you will make it discoverable.

Most funders require you to produce one and templates are available from dmponline.dcc.ac.uk.

Deposit your data in a repository

At the end of a project research data should be archived and preserved for a minimum of 10 years.

You can deposit your data in a discipline specific repository, a general repository such as Zenodo, or with the Imperial College Data Repository.

Most repositories will mint a DOI for your dataset.

Link your data to your publications

Publications based upon research data should include a short Data Access Statement (DAS).

DAS point to related research data, explain what terms it can be accessed under and usually include a DOI.

For more information see the Imperial Research Data Management website.
Why is Open Access good for me?

1. Increased exposure and higher citations.
2. Practitioners and policy makers can implement your findings.
3. Compliant with funder/grant requirements.

Open Access and REF

1. Accepted for publication?
2. Be eligible for REF submission
3. Share your work with the world via Spiral
4. Deposit your accepted manuscript to Symplectic
5. Within 3 months of acceptance

Open Access funding at Imperial

We can help if you're funded by:
- UKRI/RCUK (MRC, BBSRC, etc.)
- Wellcome Trust
- Arthritis Research UK
- Bloodwise
- British Heart Foundation
- Cancer Research UK
- Parkinson's UK
- Or you are publishing in a fully OA journal

For more information see the Imperial Open Access website.
ORCiD at Imperial

ORCID is a unique researcher identifier which can be added to your research outputs to ensure that your work is easily findable and distinguishable from that of other researchers, even those that share the same name as you.

ORCID is becoming an international standard with over 1.5 million IDs registered by researchers, and now used by an increasing number of publishers, funders and universities.

Get your unique identifier: orcid.org/register

Contact: orcid@imperial.ac.uk

DORA  Imperial College London is a signatory to the Declaration on Research Assessment. This is a commitment to ensure that no journal-based metrics, such as journal impact-factors, will be considered when assessing the research achievements of staff or candidates for recruitment.

For RDM support email rdm-enquiries@imperial.ac.uk
For OA support email openaccess@imperial.ac.uk
For ORCiD support email orcid@imperial.ac.uk